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Abstract

A substantial body of research on mammalian gametogenesis and human reproduction has recently investigated the effect of myo-inositol (MyoIns) on oocyte and sperm cell quality, due to its possible application to medically assisted reproduction. With a growing number of both clinical and basic research papers, the meaning of several observations now needs to be interpreted under a solid and rigorous physiological framework. The 2013 Florence International Consensus Conference on Myo- and D-chiro-inositol in obstetrics and gynecology has answered a number of research questions concerning the use of the two stereoisomers in assisted reproductive technologies. Available clinical trials and studies on the physiological and pharmacological effects of these molecules have been surveyed. Specifically, the physiological involvement of MyoIns in oocyte maturation and sperm cell functions has been discussed, providing an answer to the following questions: (1) Are inositols physiologically involved in oocyte maturation? (2) Are inositols involved in the physiology of spermatozoa function? (3) Is treatment with inositols helpful within assisted reproduction technology cycles? (4) Are there any differences in clinical efficacy between MyoIns and D-chiro-inositol? The conclusions of this Conference, drawn depending on expert panel opinions and shared with all the participants, are summarized in this review paper.
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Introduction

Medically assisted reproduction techniques now have a history of 30 years and all the studies carried out so far agree on the importance of identifying the quality of the oocyte as the main predictor of success [1,2]. Although the most important factor influencing oocyte quality is the age of the woman, today many couples tend to delay the arrival of their first child, and this phenomenon is the leading cause of couple infertility with significant medical, psychological and social consequences. To overcome this problem, many studies have tried to identify compounds able to improve the quality of oocytes [3] and a growing number of observations have focused on myo-inositol (MyoIns), because (a) its concentration in the follicular fluid directly correlates with the quality of oocytes and embryos [4] and (b) in vitro fertilization (IVF) cycles, treatment of women with MyoIns before the hormonal stimulation reduces the amount of FSH and days required for proper stimulation, parameters directly related to the possibility of pregnancy [5], improves quality of oocytes [6–9] and embryos [6,10] and, probably, the implantation rate [11]. Due to these effects, MyoIns has found application in a number of clinical trials carried out on patients with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) [6–12], which reduces the quality of gametes and represents the leading cause of infertility in young women [13,14]. Results obtained suggest that MyoIns may be routinely used in the treatment of women approaching IVF
techniques in light of their low quality oocytes and independent from PCOS.

Besides its effects on oocyte quality, observations obtained on male subjects suffering from oligoasthenoteratozoospermia (OAT), a serious medical condition that impairs sperm cell number, morphology and function, have shown that MyoIns increases sperm cell parameters [15]. This suggests that its use in the treatment of semen samples in IVF cycles would positively impact on fertilization rate and embryo quality, therefore leading to higher chances of pregnancy.

In parallel to the increasing clinical data on humans, experiments conducted on laboratory and farming species have long suggested a role for MyoIns in oogenesis and preimplantation mammalian development. Indeed, supplementation of culture media with MyoIns has positive effects on meiotic maturation of mouse oocytes [16] and the completion of preimplantation development of bovine, rabbit and mouse embryos [17–19], also allowing the development to term of healthy animals [16, 17]. These observations have prompted the hypothesis that the inclusion of this molecule in culture media for human embryos can produce an increase in the number of high quality embryos obtained in IVF cycles.

**MyoIns**

General features of MyoIns are well known, along with those of its nine stereoisomers, all belonging to the family of inositols with formula C_6H_{12}O_6. Inositols are broadly distributed in mammalian tissues and cells where they perform important biologic functions. The cellular content of inositol is represented almost entirely by MyoIns (>99%) and for the remaining part by a second stereoisomer, D-chiro-inositol (DCIns). Although having different metabolic functions, both of these molecules are mediators of insulin action inside the cell [20]. MyoIns is converted into DCIns by the enzyme epimerase, the tissue specific expression of which influences concentration ratios observed between the two molecules in different cells of an organism, such as hepatic or adipose cells, or muscle fibers [21].

Inside a cell, MyoIns is not only present as free form, but also as a component of membrane phosphoinositides, including phosphatidyl-inositol phosphate and phosphatidyl-inositol bisphosphate (PIP_2), molecules with important physiological roles [22]. Hydrolysis of PIP_2 by phospholipase C (PLC) produces inositoltriphosphate (Ins-1,4,5P_3, InsP_3), which regulates activities of hormones that include FSH, TSH and insulin as a second messenger [22]. By interaction with membrane receptors of mitochondria and the endoplasmic reticulum, InsP_3 induces calcium influx into the cytosol, which activates protein kinase C and mediates cellular responses. Other membrane lipids containing inositol (glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol) serve as an anchor for many membrane proteins.

MyoIns is involved in processes including glucose metabolism and the regulation of cell proliferation [23, 24], relevant during development in all its phases [25–28]: pre- as well as postimplantation embryogenesis and, in the adult, oogenesis and spermatogenesis.

**Conference purpose and methods**

As proven by systematic reviews or Cochrane reviews mixing trials performed using MyoIns or DCIns, the knowledge of the differences between the two molecules in the scientific community is not well established yet. In order to place a milestone and to open some reflection points on this issue, the PREIS School (Permanent International and European School in Perinatal Neonatal and Reproductive Medicine) has organized the “2013 Florence International Consensus Conference on Myo and D-chiro-inositol in obstetrics and gynecology”. To this end, the PREIS Chairmain, G. D. R., identified opinion leaders in the fields of cell biology (G. C., M. B., C. S., P. C.), mammalian embryology (A. B., T. T. C.), human endocrinology (A. L., S. B.), metabolism (R. D. A., Z. A. K.), obstetrics and gynecology (S. G., M. M. O., P. D., F. F., M. H.), who have eventually become involved in research studies of inositols and its clinical and cellular effects. The Consensus Conference scientific Committee, divided into two separate panels, reviewed updated information on the roles of MyoIns and DCIns in metabolism, obstetrics and gynecology on one side and in assisted reproduction technology on the other side.

In particular, the second issue was discussed by answering the following questions: Are inositols physiologically involved in oocyte maturation? Are inositols involved in the physiology of spermatozoa function? Is treatment with inositol(s) helpful within IVF cycles? Are there any differences in clinical efficacy between MyoIns and DCIns?

In order to answer these questions, the panel examined seminal papers on the role of MyoIns in mammalian/human oocyte and sperm cell physiology, together with clinical research articles in the form of randomized controlled trial and double blind randomized controlled trial, proposed by the Organizing School and selected on the basis of each participant’s knowledge/experience. A preliminary statement containing the panel’s recommendations was drawn during the Conference, which represents, unmodified, the basis of the present, conclusive paper, redacted by A. B., S. G. and F. F. according to the guidelines of the Italian Ministry of Health and National Institute of Health.

**Are inositols physiologically involved in oocyte maturation?**

**Role of MyoIns in oogenesis and early embryogenesis**

The concentration of MyoIns in mammalian female reproductive tracts [29] is substantially higher than that of blood serum, and this suggests that MyoIns has a positive influence on fertility and a role in reproduction. A positive correlation between MyoIns content in the follicular fluid and oocyte quality and pregnancy outcome has been demonstrated in humans [4, 30].

MyoIns has indeed different functions at the ovarian level, being essential to ensure proper oocyte maturation. The action of this molecule is related to the role played by InsP_3 on the modulation of intracellular calcium ion concentration in response to the action of the hormones LH and FSH [31, 32]. In oocytes, this mechanism involves specific receptors (InsP_3-R1) [33] and appears to play a key role in the maturation process [34].

Culture medium supplementation with MyoIns increases meiotic progression of mouse oocytes with the production of fertile eggs, while the depletion of intracellular stores of MyoIns desensitizes inositol-dependent transductions pathways, reducing levels of InsP_3 and the proper release of calcium and reduces oocyte maturation [16]. When oocytes matured in the presence of MyoIns are fertilized in vitro and transferred to foster mothers, the implantation rate and postimplantation viability of the resulting embryos is also increased [16].

MyoIns is actively imported into mammalian cells, including oocytes and preimplantation embryos. During early development of the mouse, activity of at least two different membrane protein transporters [35, 36] allows a progressively increasing uptake of MyoIns between the one-cell stage and the blastocyst stage [36, 37]. MyoIns is then rapidly incorporated into phosphoinositides [37]. In the zygote, concentration oscillations of calcium ions, induced by PLC-dependent InsP_3 production, have key roles, from egg activation at fertilization [38] to blastomere divisions [39]. The inclusion of MyoIns in human embryo culture media has
recently been shown to increases the ability of in vitro produced and cultured mouse embryos to complete preimplantation develop-ment [19]. Compared to embryos cultured in standard medium, embryos maintained in the presence of MyoIns displayed a faster cleavage and developmental rate, leading to hypothesize the use of this molecule for human embryo culture in IVF cycles [19].

**MyoIns and oogenesis: a lesson from PCOS**

PCOS is the most common cause of infertility, ovarian dysfunction and menstrual irregularity, affecting 5–10% of women in reproductive age [40]. The pathogenesis of PCOS has been linked to the development of insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia, frequently observed in these patients [41,42]. It has been therefore hypothesized that an altered insulin signal transduction in PCOS patients may cause insulin resistance, which in turn induces abnormal ovarian steroidogenesis [43,44]. For this reason, among the treatments routinely used, women with PCOS seem to respond favorably to insulin-sensitizing drugs, including MyoIns and DCIns [45–48].

Some studies have shown that women with PCOS respond to DCIns and MyoIns with an increase in ovarian activity and menstrual frequency [48,49]. However, subsequent studies have shown that MyoIns is more effective than DCIns in the management of patients with PCOS [6,47,50], resulting among others in the induction of regular menstrual cycles [48,50] and in the improvement of oocyte quality [9]. In IVF cycles, treatment of PCOS women with MyoIns before the hormonal stimulation increases the quality of oocytes [6–8] and embryos [6,10] and, as suggested by unconfirmed observations, the rate of implantation [11]. Very recently, analysis of the follicular fluid of PCOS patients has revealed a 500-fold reduction in the amount of MyoIns, accompanied by increased of insulin resistance, hyperinsulinemia and luteinizing hormone levels [51]. It is therefore becoming apparent that MyoIns depletion in the PCOS ovary interferes with dominant follicle recruitment and proper oocyte growth/maturation. These observations confirm seminal observations by Chiu et al. [4], further indicating that proper content of follicular fluid MyoIns is a necessary condition to insure egg quality.

**Are inositols involved in the physiology of spermatozoa function?**

Similarly to what observed in females, the concentration of MyoIns in mammalian male reproductive tracts is also higher than that of blood serum and increases from the caput to the cauda epididymis [52–54]. In male reproductive organs, MyoIns is mainly produced by FSH-responsive Sertoli cells and is involved in processes that include the regulation of motility, capacitation and acrosome reaction of sperm cells.

Studies performed on pathologival sperm samples such as those typical of OAT patients have shown that MyoIns is crucial for at least two different functions, one at the extracellular level and the second one at the intracellular level. Sperm cells of OAT patients are characterized by low motility and higher levels of the enzyme inositol monophosphatase-1 (IMPA-1) [55], responsible for the dephosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol (PI). This sustains the role of signal transduction pathways induced by PI in the regulation and maintenance of male germ cell motility [56]. Besides the reduced motility, sperm cells of OAT patients are characterized by morphological abnormalities in mitochondria and the midpiece as well as the presence of an amorphous-fibrous material covering them entirely and causing their clotting. Electron microscopy imaging has recently demonstrated that treatment of these cells with MyoIns reduces the presence of the amorphous material and semen viscosity [57]. Furthermore, MyoIns improves midpiece volume and restores mitochondrial cristae morphology, suggesting a structural normalization of mitochondria [57].

At the functional level, MyoIns acts directly on mitochondria increasing the membrane potential [58]. Mitochondrial membrane potential is an apoptotic marker clearly related to the functional parameters of the sperm cells, including motility [59] and the capacity of fertilization and embryo quality [60], and is therefore used as an index of fertility. High values of mitochondrial membrane potential indicate integrity of this structure with optimal levels of activity and are associated with high cell viability. Confirming these morphological-functional data, treatment of sperm cells from both OAT patients and normal subjects with MyoIns increases total and progressive motility, improving the recovery of cells usable in IVF cycles after sperm wash-up [15]. These observations strongly suggest a direct impact of MyoIns on fertilization capacity of male germ cells, and favor its use as supplement in their manipulation within medical assisted reproduction procedures.

**Is treatment with inositol(s) helpful within ART cycles?**

Much consensus on this issue has been gathered regarding women with PCOS. Among other comorbidities, PCOS patients undergoing ovarian stimulation are subjected to an increased risk of failure of the IVF cycle due to poor oocyte/embryo quality and/or increased risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS). The clinical trials so far performed show that MyoIns pretreatment beginning three months before the onset of ovarian stimulation results in significant improvements in hormonal responses [6,7,8,12]. In particular, MyoIns reduces the amount of FSH necessary for optimal follicle development as well as serum levels of 17beta-estradiol measured the day of hCG injection. This reduces the chance of OHSS also reducing the number of cancelled cycles. For these reasons, pretreatment of the patients with MyoIns appears really promising.

As for the biological outcomes of these trials, we have already indicated that MyoIns treatment improves oocyte quality, by reducing, as shown by a growing number of trials, the number of degenerated and immature oocyte, in this way increasing the quality of embryos produced after fertilization of these cells [6–8,12].

The effect of MyoIns has also been tested in women not affected by PCOS but undergoing fertility treatment due to male factor or tubal factor. Beneficial effects highlighted in the treatment of PCOS women have also been confirmed in this setting, with particular reference to reduced amounts of FSH administered in order to obtain proper ovarian stimulation, furthermore, a promising trend in increasing clinical pregnancy has been highlighted [11]. Noteworthy, this result, confirmed in both PCOS patients and non-PCOS women, resembles the observation of Chiu et al. [4], who found that the amount of gonadotropin used for ovarian stimulation is reduced in women whose follicular fluid contains higher amounts of MyoIns.

**Are there any differences in clinical efficacy between MyoIns and DCIns?**

In a recently published study, Isabella and Raffone [61] administered increasing amounts of DCIns to insulin-resistant PCOS women undergoing IVF treatment, starting eight weeks prior to hormonal ovarian stimulation. The authors found that increasing DCIns dosage progressively worsens both ovarian response and oocyte/embryo quality, confirming previous observations [62]. This results has to be interpreted according to the following consideration: DCIns and MyoIns have different physiological roles since the former is crucial for glycogen synthesis while the latter increases cellular glucose uptake [20]. As already reported,
each tissue has its own MyoIns/DCIns ratio, reflecting specific functions of the two isomers, and high DCIns levels are present in glycogen storage tissues, such as fat, liver and muscle, whereas very low levels of DCI are characteristic of tissues with high glucose utilization, such as brain and heart [63]. According to this general tissue rule, the ovary would not require high doses of DCIns for its function.

In addition, it has also been reported that in the PCOS ovary, genes involved in glucose uptake are downregulated [64], with the hypothesis that a reduced energy metabolism is among the causes of poor oocyte quality in these patients [65]. These data are in line with the findings of Unfer et al. [9] who showed in a comparative study that MyoIns but not DCIns has an action at the ovarian level. It is thus likely that the beneficial effects of MyoIns on oocyte quality are linked to its double role in glucose cell uptake, which improves the ovary energy status, and in FSH signaling and induction of calcium release that allows proper germ cell maturation.

The negative effect of increasing doses of DCIns on the ovary, or DCIns paradox [66], has only recently drawn the attention of the scientific community on the importance of administering MyoIns and its stereoisomer in a physiological ratio, such as that observed in the blood serum [67], to restore proper tissue function. Indeed, in a recently published paper conducted on PCOS patients enrolled in an IVF program and divided in two groups according to their age (≤35 and >35 years) [10], the combined therapy based on the physiological plasma ratio (40:1) has been compared to DCIns treatment alone. Results show that the combined therapy retains the beneficial effects of MyoIns treatment alone, outperforming the DCIns treatment, both at the level of ovarian response, with small differences between younger and older women, and at the level of oocyte and embryo quality, with no differences between the two groups [10].

Conclusions

Increasing evidence indicates that inositols exert a pivotal role namely in oocyte and spermatozoa development by itself or through its derivatives. The cellular content of inositol is represented almost entirely by MyoIns (≥99%) and for the remaining part by a second stereoisomer, DCIns. MyoIns and DCIns have similar structures and differ in the stereochemistry of only one hydroxyl group, but despite this minor difference, their biological functions change dramatically [21,68,69]. Indeed, each tissue has its own MyoIns/DCIns ratio, reflecting specific functions played by the two isomers. Their respective proportions are actively maintained as MyoIns is enzymatically transformed into DCIns through a NAD, NADH-dependent epimerase, accordingly to tissue requirement. High DCIns levels are present in glycogen storage tissues, such as fat, liver and muscle, whereas very low levels of DCI are characteristic of tissues with high glucose utilization, such as brain and heart [63].

Indeed, an imbalance between MyoIns and DCIns leads to a reduction in insulin and FSH signaling, as observed in PCOS patients [51,66,71]. Indeed, MyoIns depletion induces a defect in glucose uptake. This in turn reduces glucose availability in the ovary for both oocytes and follicular cells. Although oocytes are characterized by high glucose consumption, by impairing sugar availability oocyte quality will be compromised [70].

Overall evidence from the literature analyzed by the Conference scientific Committee points out the beneficial effects of MyoIns treatment in ART, in particular at the level of ovarian response to exogenous gonadotropins as well as oocyte and embryo quality. In this regard, administration of MyoIns, alone or in combination with DCIns (in the physiological plasma ratio of 40:1), could be a predictive factor in improving ART outcomes.
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